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The theme of the 2019 festival is “New Voices.” For 
many visitors, your names will be unfamiliar. Tell me a 
little about yourself: where you’re from, where you live 
now, and what kind of art you make.
 
Daniel: I am originally from Omaha, Nebraska, and I currently 
live in Vineyard, Utah. I make photographs that consider the 
relationship between place and culture. With my current work, 
God to Go West, I am exploring the contemporary landscape 
of Utah, and I am interested in how shared and personal iden-
tity are created through language, religion, history, and social 
experience. 

Karalee: Growing up in Utah, I was constantly exposed to the 
beautiful and diverse landscapes surrounding the area and 
nearby states. Over time, my love for being in nature grew 
to influence my creative endeavors. My work is a crossover 
between photography and performance art, which is all 
created in natural landscapes. In my work, the figure becomes 
part of the landscape as figure and place inform each other 
about time, endurance, spiritual connections, the struggle we 
experience in liminal spaces and how movement can help us 
heal past wounds. I currently reside in Seattle with my hus-
band where the unique landscape of the Pacific Northwest is 
influencing my work visually in new and exciting ways. 
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*EXHIBITING AT THE FESTIVAL

There are five art exhibitions at the Center for Latter-day Saints 2019 festival: Karalee Kuchar, A Long Mournful Cry; 
Daniel George, God to Go West; Megan Knobloch Geilman, Page Turner, and Samantha Zauscher, Belief in Zion; 
Emily Erekson, Out of the Rolling Ocean; and Hannah Pardoe, Ab Imo Pectore. 

The photography exhibitions of Karalee Kuchar and Daniel George explore the landscape of Utah. Kuchar’s A Long 
Mournful Cry is a meditation of an artist in nature, using the Great Salt Lake as the backdrop and a metaphor for per-
sonal struggle and inquiry. George’s God to Go West also captures Utah, but in his ongoing series, the artist chronicles 
sites in the state that have been named for locations in the Bible and the Book of Mormon. Artists Megan Knobloch 
Geilman, Page Turner, and Samantha Zauscher’s video and installation, Belief in Zion, muses on the scriptures, as well. 
It takes the usage of Jerusalem and Zion with feminine pronouns (“Let Zion in her beauty rise...) as a point of depar-
ture for a conversation about women. The voice of women is the focus of Emily Erekson’s Out of the Rolling Ocean, 
for which the she gathered recordings of 21 women, re-structured them, and ran them through original algorithmic 
processes to create an interactive and evolving aural installation. Hannah Pardoe’s work for the festival, Ab Imo Pec-
tore, uses recorded, found, and generated sound, as well; it is accessed from anyone’s cell phone. The following is a 
compilation of email responses to a set of questions about the artists and their work. This virtual conversation between 
Glen Nelson and the artists took place March 28, 2019.

Megan: My name is Megan Knobloch Geilman, an artist in 
Utah. I grew up in San Diego and studied art at the California 
College of the Arts and at Brigham Young University. I live 
in Provo with my husband and two kids, and I’ll be having 
my third child in July. My current work is a series I have been 
working on for the last five years by creating staged scenes 
that use art historical reference and symbolic objects to 
explore history, doctrine, and social issues in The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Our piece for the festival 
is a collaborative video installation between me, Samantha 
Zauscher, and Page Turner—whose work has been featured in 
the festival before.

Emily: I grew up in North and South Carolina, but have spent 
many years living in Enoch, Utah, where my parents are now. 
My husband and I live in NYC with our daughter and baby on 
the way. Lately, I’ve been collaborating with artists of various 
disciplines and performing pieces that my husband composes. 
I’m currently interested in exploring different creative pro-
cesses, using music as a way to understand spiritual or social 
inquiries, and making music with “un-trained” voices. 

Hannah: I’m originally from a suburb of Dallas and currently 
live in New York. Most of my work lately has been video/
sound/installation, but I also paint. 



I’m curious to know how your work ended up at the 
festival. Last fall, the Center had an open call for pro-
posals. We had over 100 artists apply in the disciplines 
of film, scholarship, literature, music, theater, dance, 
and art. 20 grants, awards, and commissions were 
announced in January. You represent five of these. How 
did you hear about the call for proposals, and what 
was your reaction when you were notified that your 
proposals had been accepted?
 
Karalee: Ever since the first festival three years ago, I have 
been following the Center for Latter-day Saints Arts online, 
watching footage of the festivals, listening to podcasts, and 
following their social media. I also joined the mailing list which 
is where I heard about the call for proposals. When I got the 
acceptance notification for my proposal to participate in the 
2019 festival, I was so thrilled about the opportunity I would 
have to share my work on this platform in New York City! I 
couldn’t wait to invite my family and friends to join me for the 
2019 festival! 

Hannah: I attended the festival last year as I was moving to 
the city. I was coming from Provo, Utah feeling really ener-
gized by the art community there and was excited to have 
met people almost immediately here in New York. Though 
many of the artists that participate are from all over, the 
festival is a rendezvous of sorts. I decided then that I wanted 
to participate. 

Megan: I’ve been following the Center since its inception and 
am a huge admirer and supporter of the work being done 
there, especially in expanding the canon of LDS art. I was 
working on finishing up my solo show when Page approached 

me about collaborating for the festival. I had worked with her 
on one of the pieces for my series and enjoyed combining 
our processes. She has a distinct aesthetic that I love and 
combines well with my organizational and compositional skills. 
I was absolutely elated when I found out that we had been 
accepted.

Daniel: I am constantly on the lookout for exhibition oppor-
tunities. I believe the Center’s festival came to my attention 
through a colleague, who had forwarded me the prospectus. It 
seemed like the perfect place to debut this project that I have 
been working on, so I wrote up a proposal. I was very excited 
when I found out that I was accepted into the festival pro-
gramming. It’s always great to share work with a new audience. 

Emily: Let’s see.... I think I heard about the call for proposals 
through my husband, who pays attention to his email better 
than I do, then noticed I had gotten an email about it after 
searching through my inbox. When I found out my proposal 
had been accepted, I was really excited. I had just woken up 
from a nap, so was also kind of in a stupor, and then fell back 
asleep. 

How did you decide whether to make new work or pro-
pose existing work for the festival?
 
Hannah: It was just timing for me. The idea for my work in the 
festival came right around the call for proposals. 

Karalee: There was no question in my mind that I want to 
share the work I had created from my series A Long Mournful 
Cry where I explored the opposition we face in liminal spaces 
using the Great Salt Lake as a place of ritual and discovery. 
The fourteen-foot photograph titled Ghostbird is very moving 
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when experienced in person, and I knew the festival would be 
a great venue to share this universal message of struggle and 
endurance we all can relate to. 

Daniel: I had been working on a project throughout 2018 that 
I thought would be a good fit at the festival, so that is what I 
decided to propose. My photographic projects tend to span 
relatively long periods of time. I like to let ideas marinate, and 
having the option to walk away if I feel like the work needs to 
rest. Revisiting allows me to evaluate my images more objec-
tively, and with a fresh perspective. 

Emily: This idea that I had for the proposal was one that 
had been on my mind recently. I really wanted to bring this 
concept to life, and thought it would also be a good fit for the 
festival. 

Megan: After Page Turner approached me I readily agreed 
and immediately started meditating on ideas, I don’t think it 
ever really crossed our minds to present something we had 
done before.

How did you develop the idea of your work for the festi-
val, and why is it meaningful to you?
 
Hannah: Most of the time my work is in a gallery context, but 
I’m always looking for other possibilities. Last fall I was working 
a snoozy receptionist job when I had the idea to create a 
phone line as a venue for my work. I was once put on hold for 
almost an hour listening to a curation of “please hold for the 

next representative” music. Because nothing else happened in 
that hour, it put me in a day-dreamy headspace. Then a song 
came on that my grandmother used to tell me she would sing 
anytime she was feeling sorry for herself. For those 30 seconds 
I wasn’t at a reception desk. When I make work, I think of the 
sounds as constructing and describing the place they exist in. 
The implication that there’s a “somewhere” at the other end of 
the line was an exciting tool.

Daniel: The idea for my project developed over the course 
of several years, as I contemplated making work about the cul-
tural practices of my religion. This work is meaningful to me 
because it has been something on my mind for a long time 
and it needed to get out. It was one of those typical, impulsive 
inclinations to create—something that all artists experience. 

Karalee: After many failed trips to the Great Salt Lake left me 
unsatisfied with my photographic results, a ritual of returning 
again and again became necessary to my creative process. 
Through these experiences, I realized the work was not about 
producing results, but rather a metaphor for how we endure 
in-between spaces as we seek change that comes slowly over 
time. My creative process mirrors my life experiences and I 
have learned to use my body and camera as tools for healing 
through the knowledge-producing act of art making. 

Emily: I actually had some really insightful moments com-
ing out of my naps (I’ve been napping everyday for about 
a year—partly due to being pregnant). I got inspiration by 
talking it through with friends, and I think all of my naps gave 
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me space to develop the idea. It’s a concept I think we as a 
society will be better off considering—how each of us has 
a voice; that our choices affect our communities; that God 
knows each of us and how we fit with others; that bringing 
things to life isn’t about one artist or one person, but that it 
takes a village, that we need each other. 

Megan: Page and I both have feminist themes often running 
through our work so I knew it would likely deal with that per-
spective, I think there’s been a lot of discussion the past few 
years about women’s voices and perspectives. I was driving 
with my family down to a reunion in Arizona and we passed by 
Zion National Park, and I began thinking about the concept 
of Zion, and specifically what Zion might be like for women. 
Particularly in the level of belief and validity given to wom-
en’s stories. At the time I was also reading my scriptures and 
kept coming upon references of Zion being personified as a 
woman, as is the city Jerusalem. I shared this with Page and 
we were both surprised that we had never noticed before. The 
image that came to my mind was these two women presented 

as sister cities, engaging in intimate conversation and gesture. 
My work often references other art historical pieces, and Bill 
Viola’s The Greeting was the piece my mind referenced and 
the intimacy I hope this work conveys. I saw Page’s aesthetic in 
the costumes, and I’m excited to include the fantastic photo-
graphic direction of Samantha Zauscher.

When many people think of art, their minds often go 
to painting. None of your work for the festival is in that 
medium. Instead, your works are photography, multi-
media installation and video, conceptual art, and sound 
art. How do you anticipate that visitors to the festival 
will react to it?
 
Daniel: It’s hard to say how anyone will respond to my pho-
tographs, but I suppose any response (positive or negative) 
is desirable. I am glad that the festival has included many 
different mediums as a means of expanding its community’s 
views of art. It will be cool to see all these things together and 
the dialogue they create. 
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Karalee: It’s a really exciting time to explore contemporary art 
in all of its forms and mediums. For much of my career as an 
artist, many people haven’t understood what I mean when I 
describe my work as “conceptual photography.” I like to say 
that I’m “making a photograph” around a concept or idea, 
not “taking a photograph.” I’m really excited to be part of this 
festival representing so many genres of contemporary art. I 
think that by creating such a diverse experience, visitors will 
be excited by the range of ideas and voices being shared in 
new and innovative ways. 

Hannah: I always have faith in the audience that they’ll give the 
work consideration. That’s who I make the work for, anyway.

Megan: I’m not sure, I hope they at least consider it. Contem-
porary art is all about keeping an open mind—you don’t have 
to worry about wondering if this is something that you would 
want displayed in your house to be able to enjoy it. And since 
expanding the canon of LDS art is part of what the festival is 
all about, I think it’s wonderful that this year there are so many 
different mediums presented.

Emily: Well, I hope they like it! I hope they will appreciate it 
whether or not they know the concepts behind it, and I hope 
they can feel more connected to others simply by experienc-
ing the installation. 

Is there a message that you hope people will take away 
from the experience of your work? 

Hannah: That’s a sneaky ‘lil question. I would hate for my 
response to your question to dictate a person’s experience. I 
will say that I hope people are willing to share with me what 
the experience was for them.

Daniel: Admittedly, my work is not the flashiest and most 
eye-catching. My subjects are ordinary, and I tend to focus 
on nuanced details of the quotidian. I feel like these things 
are important, though. And interesting. I want to encourage 
dialogue on the everyday and the “normal.” In the case of my 

photographs for the festival, I want there to be a conversa-
tion to be centralized on the effect of language, religion, and 
history on social experience and culture. 

Emily: I hope they realize the impact that each voice has, 
whether they think their voice is worthy or not. Each person is 
an integral part of the community. We all need each other, and 
when one person is strengthened, we are all the stronger for it. 

Megan: I hope that they will consider the power in women’s 
stories, and that these stories haven’t always been readily 
available before the advent of the internet and the encour-
agement of women to speak about their experiences. That we 
are all in this together, and when we believe women—or at the 
very least examine our unconscious biases, that we are one 
step closer to Zion: “Wherefore, be not weary in well-doing, 
for ye are laying the foundation of a great work. And out of 
small things proceedeth that which is great. Behold, the Lord 
requireth the heart and a willing mind; and the willing and 
obedient shall eat the good of the land of Zion in these last 
days” (Doctrine & Covenants 64:33-34).

Karalee: We all experience the ebb and flow incident to 
existing in a fallen world. My hope is that when viewers stand 
before my work, they will feel an emotional response that 
transcends boundaries and creates connections by generating 
empathy. In these divisive times, it is important for us to be 
vulnerable with each other so that we may build bridges from 
our shared experiences and allow empathy and connection 
to bring us closer together and remind us that we are more 
similar than we are different. 

I’m always curious to know the connections between 
people. How do you artists know each other, if you do? 

Daniel: I met Karalee: at a Society for Photographic Educa-
tion conference in Jackson, Wyoming in fall 2018. I was there 
to speak about the photographs that I am exhibiting at the 
festival. I was glad to see her name in the programming and 
that our work is sharing a gallery space.  
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Hannah Pardoe (American, born 1992)
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Karalee: Daniel George and I met at a photography confer-
ence last year in the beautiful Grand Tetons. We are also part 
of a collection of contemporary photographers in Utah in-
cluded in a portfolio titled DE|MARCATION. This summer at 
the festival our paths will cross again! I’m excited to meet the 
other talented artists who I’ve been hearing so much about! 

Emily: Hannah and I are friends and are in the same ward.

Hannah: I know Emily Erekson. We are in the same ward. 

Megan: My co-collaborators are the only ones I knew going 
into this, I’m excited to become familiar with the other artist’s 
work!

This final question is a bit self-serving, I know, but I’ll 
ask it anyway: Why does the work of the Center for 
Latter-day Saint Arts matter to you? 

Karalee: The Center for Latter-day Saint Arts is a wonderful 
platform for artists of all mediums and genres. The array of 
creative projects they have supported is really expansive and 
exciting to participate in. It is such a valuable resource! As a 
previous resident of New York City, an art capital of the world, 
I feel so privileged to return as a presenting artist. Thank you 
for the opportunity to participate in this highly anticipated 
annual event! 

Hannah: Art is, in many ways, studying and considering 
elements of our mortal experience. Sometimes I feel that 
still, small voice saying “look twice, be thoughtful.” There is 
so much good that can come from Latter-day Saints making 
and/or considering art. I’d love for that to be a more common 
experience.

Daniel: I think it is great that the Center is advocating the arts 
in the Church community. There are a lot of exciting things 
being done by artists who are members of the Church, and 
I love that there is an organization giving these individuals 
some attention. 
 
Emily: I loved seeing the exhibits and shows from last year’s 
festival, and also really enjoyed the music at Carnegie Hall 
from a very close seat (as the page turner). It’s great to feel 
part of an artistic community that both shares and celebrates 
my Latter-day Saint faith and culture.

Megan: For so long, the bulk of recognized artwork associat-
ed with the Church was only through institutional resources: 
Church History Museum, Deseret Book, BYU—and that work 
was largely traditional. Sometimes you could find some-
thing more contemporary, but rarely is there a chance for 
the avant-garde or experimental. I think the Center and this 
festival are really helping to give an avenue for this sort of 
opportunity, and I’m wildly grateful.

The Center for Latter-day Saint Arts 2019 Festival, New Voices: 
In Film, Art, Literature, Dance, Theater, and Music, will be held 
June 28-29 at the Italian Academy for Advanced Studies, on 
the campus of Columbia University. 

The Saturday evening event is Center Stage: A Collection of 
Latter-day Saint Artists, a concert held at The Kaye Playhouse 
at Hunter College.

Tickets for the festival and concert are available through 
Eventbrite and The Kaye Playhouse box office, respectively.



The Center for Latter-day Saint Arts has a three-fold mission: to display and perform art by Latter-day Saints in New 
York City and elsewhere; to publish scholarship and criticism about our art to reach a wider public; and to establish a 
comprehensive archive of Latter-day Saint arts, 1830 to the present.
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